Year 2016

19. Ang Siew Mun @ Ang Pike Har. Move On. , pp. 53-63, April 2016.
29. Chang Yi Chang. Mapping the Potential Dark Heritage Sites in Malaysia, “EAST/ West: Ruptures & Convergences” an international


75. Liana binti Mat Nayan. COUNTRY REPORT: JOURNALISTS IN MALAYSIA, , pp., October 2016.


80. Lim Kar Loke. Long or short, the singing and reciting of lucid lyrics are so elegant, , pp., March 2016.


82. Lim Kar Loke. In the mountains reposes a sea of clouds, , pp., March 2016.

83. Lim Kar Loke. Spring returns to see people far going, , pp., March 2016.


100. Nor Ez-Zatul Hanani Binti Mohamed Rosli. ONLINE SOCIAL SUPPORT TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS: DOES LECTURER?s POPULARITY MATTER?, *INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY ACADEMIC (ICMA)*, Vol. 1, pp. 1-5, May 2016.


131. Tan Chee Seng. THE EFFECT OF FATHERING ON FILIAL PIETY AMONG ADOLESCENTS IN MALAYSIA, *INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON...*
136. Tan Huey Pyng. YOU ARE DEAD, BUT YOU ARE NOT: MAINTAINING INTERACTIONS THROUGH FACEBOOK PROFILE, 8th International Conference of Humanities and Social Sciences (DHSS-2016), pp., April 2016.
146. Teh Boon Teck. THE EFFECTS OF INSTAGRAM ON MALACCA TOURISM INDUSTRY, INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, pp., November 2016.
147. Teh Boon Teck. SATU KAJIAN LITERATUR KETAGIHAN INTERNET DAN DASAR KESELAMATAN SIBER NASIONAL, INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, pp., November 2016.
149. Teh Su Yen. A conceptual study on body arts as a trend among UTAR students in Perak Campus, Malaysia, 8th International Conference on Humanities and Social Sciences (ICHiSS), pp., April 2016.
156. Yvonne Hoh Jgin Jit. Foreign invasion and the climate of fear: Malay newspapers and setting the societal discourse about foreign workers, The 8th International Conference on Humanities and Social Sciences, pp., May 2016.